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Hundreds of wholesome meals--fast!The Big Book of Pressure Cooker Recipes will help you create

delicious meals for your family without having to spend the entire day in the kitchen. Featuring

everything from mouthwatering favorites and healthy fare to exotic cuisine, this cookbook offers you

an array of tasty pressure cooker recipes guaranteed to cut cooking time by 70 percent. With 500

effortless meals to choose from, you're guaranteed to find something that will satisfy everyone's

tastebuds, including:Maple-pecan oatmealOrzo-stuffed tomatoesSmoked portobello burgerBowtie

pasta in a sage beurre blanc sauceBraised turkey breast with cranberry chutneyMolten fudge

pudding cakeComplete with easy-to-follow instructions and plenty of preparation tips, this cookbook

has everything you need to create satisfying meals in no time!
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I remember the days when I used the old-fashioned pressure cooker, long before the invention of a

variety of slow-cookers in today's modern technology. What I was lacking was the choice of

pressure-cookers selling for the modern kitchen, and tips on hundreds of recipes. Pamela Rice

Hahn, author of 18 books, delivers tasty, satisfying meals for the entire family with much less

cooking time and much more. The mouth-watering recipes lock in the flavor, there are recipes for

everyone, including Vegetarian Alternatives, and tasty recipes from breakfast to exotic cuisine.

Cooking time is cut by 70 percent, which is much needed in today's busy world. Most people do not

have the time to spend an entire day in the kitchen. We live on tight schedules, always searching for



simple answers to fulfill our valuable limited time. These fast, wholesome meals are sure to please

from a variety of selected dinners, to unforgettable desserts to satisfy everyone's craving. I tried the

Apple Streusel Oatmeal and the Hash Browns, since breakfast is my favorite meal, and I will indeed

make these choices frequently. My daughter loves the Old Fashioned Potato soup, and the sweet

aroma from the French Onion soup, and the New England Clam Chowder is guaranteed to satisfy

your taste-buds. Easy-to-follow recipes are also given for pudding, custard, and a variety of sauce.

In addition, simple instructions are given for seafood, vegetables, stews and pasta. But, it doesn't

end here. There are casseroles, and appetizers such as Jalapeno Cheese Dip, with a serving for

12, great for social gatherings. The author offers an explanation of cooking methods, along with

over 500 recipes with ingredients, and number of servings. An index is provided, along with the

definition of several cooking terms. The cook can learn tips on Braising, Roasting, Stewing, and

much more. A great gift idea for enjoyable meals, prepared and cooked in much less time. Highly

recommended!

Not because of the contents: recipes -- at least those which I managed to read so far -- are OK.BUT

do not expect to read it the way you did before. Just imagine 6-point size of the recipes' body

text.Furthermore, the COLOR of the ink used for ALL text is similar to that you find on the diapers of

the breastfed baby. The ingredients are in the same color but a little bit bolder. HOWEVER, don't

get excited: they are printed on the SAME shade background.So if you decide to buy this book

anyway, be prepared to buy in addition a full-page magnifier and a flat-bed scanner (to scan

separate pages and print them in black and white.)I can only guess WHO and WHY chose and

approved this "design."PS: I am NOT BLIND, and this is NOT THE FIRST BOOK I READ (;'-)))

The recipes and content of this cookbook/guidebook are good but the choice of color for printing it

makes it very hard to read. It has an only slightly darker reddish brown print on top of light peachy

beige boxes. If the print were really dark or the boxes cream or white it would have made this a

great book.

I have the Kindle edition of this book. I'm giving this cookbook four stars because it's not essential,

but a purchase I'm glad I made. The few recipes I've made verbatim have turned out as they should.

Also the recipe selection is not comprehensive, but suits my tastes.One of the best things about this

cookbook is that the given timings work with my pressure cooker, and the variety of recipes and

foods makes it easy to apply similar timings and preparations to other recipes. Also the recipes are



reasonably simple, or reasonably complex depending on your cooking comfort levels.

I order this book and when it arrived I start checking it out. Something about the recipes was

familiar. It turns out that 'everything vegetarian pressure cooker cookbook ' is also written by

Pamela Hahn even though the authors are listed as Amy and Justin Snyder. The entire 'everything

cookbook' is repeated in this book. I am a vegetarian so I was never interest in the other 200

nonvegetarian recipes. I am so disappointed.

Excellent! Love this book. Lots of good and easy to follow recipes. I will use it all the time! I have

been looking for something more detailed than the skimpy information provided with my pressure

cooker. This is a wonderful book full of information and recipes.

After finding this book I am wearing out my pressure cooker! Someone bought it for me for

Christmas and I didn't have any recipes so I never used it. This book was a life saver and has made

cooking in the pressure cooker so much fun. My husband loves coming home for supper now-he

can't wait to see what I've cooked for dinner. Every recipe has turned out fantastic and has given

me a new, faster way to cook. It's so much faster and easier it's unbelievable. Thanks for a great

book full of wonderful, delicious recipes!

When you're so busy that every second counts, making dinner in a pressure cooker makes sense.

This book is full of tasty recipes that can be made in minimal time and with not so expensive

ingredients. I agree with the one-star review, though. The printer chose a poor font and ink color for

the book. The type isn't easy to read at all.
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